
Creating substantial value 
from sustainable practice

Our goal is to reposition resource REUSE and 
RECYCLING from opportunistic and ad hoc to 
intentional and business as usual 

matX functionality addresses construction and 
demolition sector conditions that have been 
barriers to reuse and recycling.  These 
conditions include high speed delivery, mobile 
workforces, limited sector visibility, temporary 
entities and incompatible business systems.

People can learn to use matX in 10 minutes 
because it feels familiar, like other e-commerce 
platforms. 

matX is fully accessible for agencies, businesses 
and project teams regardless of size.
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matX helps project teams create 
substantial commercial value from 
sustainable practice

matX can be used for all resources, 
including new, reused and recycled.

Use matX to:

salvage value from stockpiled or surplus 
material
salvage value by extracting or 
deconstructing for reuse instead of 
waste
trickle down resources to smaller, local 
contractors
succession plan for temporary works 
resources
procure cheaper material
track movement of state-owned assets
evidence sustainability targets
build real time data sets for continuous 
improvements and further innovation
facilitate project team collaboration, 
and
obtain Infrastructure Sustainability 
Council of Australia IS credits.

matX is a member of 
Infrastructure Sustainability 
Council of Australia



Your transaction data is accessible and 
available to download with one click
Use data for commercial and sustainability 
reporting, auditing, continuous 
improvement and innovation.

Save measurable cost, time 
and effort

One system with many uses
Listing cost may be changed each time the 
listing cascades to a new marketplace.  This 
gives flexibility to free issue, salvage costs or 
generate profit depending on who you are 
selling to.

Create accessible datasets

Create visibility and connect construction, 
commercial, sustainability, plant and designer 
teams through marketplace membership
Keep control with the member permission 
system (visibility, financial or administration).

Sustainable practice is a 
team effort

Advertise resources before they are 
physically available
Check the resources are not needed on 
your other worksites before automatically 
cascading any ‘unsold' portion to strategic 
partners then the wider sector.

Create more time for 
opportunities to be identified 
and acted upon

Improve visibility across teams 
and the wider sector with 
robust and flexible networks

Create and manage your own marketplaces
Marketplaces can be internal or shared by 
multiple businesses.  They can also be short-
term, ongoing and can evolve
Marketplace administration and listing 
contacts can be easily transferred as people 
move. This maintains networks and makes 
sure the right people can be contacted.

Feedback from Victoria’s Level Crossing
Removal Project teams

matX is an innovation that has massive potential 
across industry. matX enables excess materials 
identified during the design phase of construction, to 
be listed for exchange at a future date. This allows 
demobilization activities to be planned well in 
advance.

Rikki Toms
Continuous Improvement & Innovation Manager

South Eastern Program Alliance

We’re confident it will help us make really positive
changes and improve our bottom line.

Jack Manning
Sustainability Lead

South Eastern Program Alliance


